2015-R-10
Support for the Construction of the ASMSU Outdoor Recreation Program Climbing Boulder

Sponsors: Bradley Jones
Emily Stimac

Vote Necessary: Majority

1. Intent: To express the support of the Associated Students of Montana State University (ASMSU) for the Outdoor Recreation Program’s construction of an outdoor climbing boulder on the Montana State University (MSU) campus.

2. Whereas, the existing indoor rock climbing wall does not meet the current demands of the student body, and does not wholly reflect student involvement in the outdoor community; and,

3. Whereas, an outdoor climbing boulder would enhance outdoor engagement opportunities for students living both on and off campus; and,

4. Whereas, a climbing boulder could provide opportunities for training and courses through the ASMSU Outdoor Recreation Program.

5. Therefore, let it be resolved that: The Associated Students of Montana State University strongly support the construction and installation of an outdoor climbing boulder on the Montana State University campus.

6. Let it be even further resolved that: a copy of this resolution be sent to Levi Birky, ASMSU President; Holly Capp, ASMSU Vice-President; Marianne Brough, ASMSU Director of Operations; Joshua B. Soares, ASMSU Senate Speaker; Allie Dove, ASMSU Senate Speaker Pro Tempore; Dr. Waded Cruzado, President of Montana State University; Dr. Chris Kears, Vice President for Student Success; Dr. Matthew Caires, Dean of Students; and Erin Murdoch, ASMSU Exponent.